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Sunday Weather

NEWS OF THE WASHINGTON ROCK CLIMBERS

Rain which fell on December
L41. out an end to a. record breaking
"deriod of 33 consecative Sundays
on which no rain or snow descended
during the climbing hours of the
day.

Our last wet Sunday occurred
on May 7 when a brief but drench-
ing shower occurred in the after-
noon as the gang climbed near
Great Falls. We were all thorough-
ly soaked before we reached shel-
ter in a cave. Here we shivered
for twenty minutes while, cold
winds set about the task of clear-
ing the sky but with--what seemed
to us--unnecessary excursions into
the back door of our cave. The
Chilling effects were partially
counteracted by some enthusiastic
singing.

April was a month of April
Showers. On April 2 rain chased
all of us under the overhang of
the Jam Box, a climb which various
members of the gang had been tack-
ling vainly throughout the day. On
April 16 a slight shower dampened
OtAr clothes but not our spirits
as we plodded out the towpath.
Despite Don's predictions that we
'fere in for an all day rain, it
.eared beautifully in the middle

Of the morning. After we were
Soared away from an extended hike
along the towpath by the Military
Police, we settled down to a very
satisfactory day of climbing upon
a small group of rocks near Mr.
Reed's place, upon Rattle Rock,
and finally on the old standby,
Arthur's Traverse.

If we examine the record fur-
1;her, we find three stormy Sundays
?r, the month of March. On the 5th
lt snowed in the morning, clearing
later, as we practiced aerial trav-
ersing above the big gully at
Carderock. A week later, March 12,
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rain fell steadily most of the day
while we hiked from Echo Cliffs to
Great Falls, pausing for occasional
climbs, rappels, and practice falls
into the rope. A bitter cold snow-
storm on the afternoon of March 19
round us huddled near Great Falls
above a broken rope and a broken
"Oscar."

During 1944 there were two
other Sundays during which precip-
itation occurred, both of them in
February.

The abrupt change in Sunday
weather following May 7 is the
more remarkable considering that
the second half of the year has
been, in ,gneral, anything but
dry. Perhaps the weather runs in
seven day cycles, and Sunday's
weather de/Dends upon in what part
of the cycle Sunday happens to
fall.

Seven and three-quarters
months of clear weather is a rec-
ord we are not apt to duplicate
in 1945. Let us hope, however,
that the rain and sleet of the last
two Sundays is not a preview of
the year, indicating that Sunday
has now shifted to the consistently
stormy end of the cycle.

UPS AND DOWNS

December 31, 1944

Chris Scoredos
Don Hubbard
Arnold Wexler
Eleanor Tatge

Dixon Stole.
Jan Conn
Herb Conn

The group walked from the
Cabin Jahn car stop to the Car-
derock cliffs. The sky was over-
cast, and wet snow lay heavily on
the ground. 71e looked the cliffs
over for snow and ice conditions
on our favorite climbs; then the
skaters and the climbers parted
company.

Editors: Jan & Herb Conn
32 Mississippi Ave., Silver Spring, Md.
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